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 Rel. Stud. K3, pp. I55-I65

 CHARLES HARTSHORNE
 Emeritus Professor of Philosophy, the University of Texas

 JOHN HICK ON LOGICAL
 AND ONTOLOGICAL NECESSITY

 A number of writers have recently taken fresh looks at the many centuries
 old ontological proof of Anselm.1 Three of these writers seem to agree with
 me that traditional ways of treating this topic have been inadequate and that
 the proof, whether or not it is a sufficient reason for belief, is not without
 important bearings for philosophy of religion. These writers are Malcolm,
 Findlay, and Plantinga. With each of these I find considerable common
 ground, and they have all indicated to me that they are aware of this. In
 the present article on the topic, however, I wish to discuss a fourth writer,

 who differs rather sharply from the other three and particularly from me.
 Since Hick's views are shared in certain respects by what I take to be a
 main stream of contemporary thought, particularly in Britain, it seems
 worth while to accept the challenge he offers.

 First I salute Hick for a considerable achievement. Many writers have
 assumed or asserted that the question of the divine existence is an empirical
 one. But Hick really tries, with patient detail and remarkable follow
 through, to show that and how it is empirical. I still think this an error.
 However, I am forced to try, if possible, to be as patient as Hick in attempting
 to explain why I so think.
 Hick says that the divine existence is exceptional; non-empirical theists

 also assert this. They disagree with Hick concerning the way in which God's
 existence is an exception to otherwise extremely general rules. Hick accuses
 the recent friends of Anselm of confusing two meanings of necessity, logical
 and ontological. I shall in turn accuse Hick of some confusions. We also
 disagree about Anselm, Hick being 'certain' that I misrepresent Anselm in
 my formalization of 'Anselm's Principle' (that God cannot be conceived

 1 For the literature see The Many-faced Argument. Ed. by John Hick and A. C. McGill (New York:
 The Macmillan Co., I967), pp. 366 if. My page references will be to Hick's essay in this book,
 pp. 341 f. To Hick's list of my writings bearing on the argument, I wish to add only my Creative
 Synthesis and Philosophic Method (London: SCM; LaSalle: Open Court, I970), chs. xi-xiv. Only in
 this book do I formally state my reasons for belief in God. Hick's empiricism is expounded in his
 Faith and Knowledge (Cornell University Press, Ithaca, New York, I957). For Findlay's more recent
 discussions see his Transcendence of the Cave (London and New York: George Allen & Unwin,
 Humanities Press, i967), pp. 84, 86-go. Also his 'Reflections on necessity' in Process and Divinity
 (LaSalle: Open Court, I964) and his Language, Mind, and Value (London: Allen & Unwin, I963),
 pp. 8 f., 96 ff.

 For Alvin Plantinga's view see 7he Nature of Necessity (Oxford University Press, 1974; Humanities
 Press, 1975).
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 not to exist), while I think that he misrepresents Anselm by restricting him
 to merely 'ontological necessity', untranslatable into any logical necessity.

 Hick is right that Anselm made no use of the phrase 'logical necessity'.
 But my argument would not have to use that phrase, or the symbol N either.
 It suffices to speak as Anselm does of what can and what cannot be (con
 sistently) conceived.
 We can agree that the ontological argument does not by itself suffice to

 establish the divine existence. This is because, even granted Anselm's
 Principle, one is still forced to rely on the assumption that the divine existence
 is conceivable, free from intrinsic absurdity. For if it is not, then the in
 conceivability of the divine non-existence is matched or overbalanced by the
 inconceivability of the divine existence. The conclusion would be that the
 definition of God is an incoherent formula. All my difficulty in believing in
 theism, all of it, turns on the not easily disproved suspicion that every
 available formulation of the idea of God involves some more or less well
 hidden absurdity. Until that suspicion is dispelled, any search for empirical
 evidence seems premature; also my trust in Anselm's Principle assures me
 that the question transcends empirical evidence (in the sense I give this
 phrase) altogether. This does not mean that all truths about God are a
 priori - far from it - but only that the crude alternative, 'deity exists-deity
 does not exist', is decidable only a priori or non-empirically, where 'empiric
 ally decidable ' implies (largely following Popper) the conceivability of
 experiences negating the positive proposition. Hick seems to concede that
 no experience could do this. His empiricism is the traditional kind: the
 proposition that asserts existence must be verifiable.

 Of course, for every believer, 'the heavens declare the glory of God'.
 One for whom this is not true is not a believer. But notice, every experience
 must show the truth of 'something exists' (or, if you prefer, something occurs
 or becomes). In other words, no experience could verify the negative
 'nothing exists or occurs', and any experience verifies the corresponding
 positive proposition. Here is an assertion of existence that, by Popper's
 criterion, is non-empirical, but the denial of which any experience must
 verify. This to my satisfaction refutes monolithic empiricism, as I, with
 Popper, define empiricism.

 If God is thought of as the supreme causal factor in the world, then he is
 thought of as such that anything whatever is only superficially understood
 if not seen as made possible by the divine existence. So of course that existence
 (if genuinely conceivable) is verifiable - though only by those able to under
 stand things on a deep level. Hick's discussion of how we experience the
 truth of theism is in some respects congenial to me. But it does not support
 his view that all existence is knowable empirically, if empirical is given a
 sharp meaning. Any existential truth is verifiable in some degree. This
 includes a priori truths, such as 'there is something or other'. The crucial
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 HICK ON ONTOLOGICAL NECESSITY I57

 question is, could experience count against it? The classical problem of evil
 assumes that possibility, which I take Anselm to have disproved.
 We must now consider the key question of logical necessity. I accept

 Hick's formula 'a proposition is logically necessary if it is true by virtue of
 the meanings of the terms which compose it'. However, this rather vague
 formulation conceals the essential issue between us. In the sharp definition
 of necessary or 'analytic' used by formal logicians (see R. M. Martin's book
 on the subject) a proposition, to be analytic, has to be fully statable through
 the 'constants of formal logic'. But since 'deity' is not such a constant, the
 divine existence cannot be necessary in this sense. In part of his argument
 Hick is guilty of confusing two meanings of 'logically analytic', at least as
 much as I am (if I am) guilty of confusing logical and ontological necessity.
 'God does not exist' is not contradictory in the purely formal sense in which
 'P & - P' is so. Here is where 'meaning postulates' (on which Carnap has
 no patent rights) come in. 'The meanings of the terms' are either implicit
 or explicit. Anselm thought that when the meaning of 'God' or 'Deity' is
 made explicit it becomes contradictory to say, 'Deity does not exist'. (The
 reason for 'deity' rather than 'God' is to meet the contention that it is
 properties that exist, or are instantiated - (Ex) Dx, or, 'something is divine'.)
 With ordinary predicates it is not essential that anything have the predicate.

 I hold, however, that the predicate 'being something rather than nothing'
 is necessarily instantiated, and that in this respect 'being either divine or an
 effect of something divine' belongs, if divinity is conceivable at all, with
 'being something'. And I hold that to understand fully the meaning of the
 term 'divine' is to understand that all this is so. Anselm, with certain quali
 fications, thought as I do in this matter, and definitely not as a British
 monolithic empiricist thinks. To adapt Hick's words, I think this is as certain
 as anything historical well can be.

 Hick remarks that Carnap's meaning postulates do not require existence,
 whereas I am claiming that those involved in explicating 'deity' do require
 it. However, the difference between me and Carnap is not so absolute as
 this implies. For Carnap, as for me, logical constants do imply that some
 thing exists. In other words, to state contingent or synthetic propositions one

 must, he holds, use other than purely logical terms. My position generalizes
 this doctrine so that all terms of metaphysical generality or abstractness are
 necessarily instantiated. And I hold that the definition of deity is on this
 level of abstractness. So is the idea of value (cf. Plato's form of good). It
 is not for me empirical that there is something of value, something good, or
 that there is experience, some form of experience or other (human experience
 being a contingent special case). In any possible world state there must be
 some instantiation of these concepts. Here I agree with a considerable
 tradition, from Plato and Leibniz to Bergson, Peirce, and Whitehead.

 The general principle in all this is that contingency is always the step
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 from the general or abstract to the special or more nearly concrete. From
 'this is something' to 'this is an animal' the movement cannot be deductive.

 The reverse step is deductive. When one has come to the most general ideas,
 one has concepts that must always be derivable from no matter what starting
 point. This is why necessary truths are strictly implied by any truth you
 please. One is at the hub where all spokes meet. To insist, as Hick might,
 that one must have existence in the premise to get it in the conclusion is for

 me no objection, since there is no such thing as a significant premise that
 does not imply existence in some form. All thought occurs in a real experi
 ence, and that experience has given to it a real world (even in dreams).

 We cannot get out of reality as such and then seek to regain contact with
 it. We are always thinking existence and always have it. The only question
 is, in what form?
 Note that the meaning postulate used to define God can be rejected as

 lacking self-consistent meaning. Also some hold that 'there might have been
 nothing' is consistently conceivable, granting which the notion of a nature
 such that there logically must be something having it is absurd. So far as I
 recall, Hick nowhere discusses the conceivability of 'there might have been
 nothing'. I remark here that some logicians accept the theorem (x)Fx ->
 (Ex)Fx. Those who reject this theorem should, I think, give reasons for
 their rejection. 'Free logics', not committed to any form of existence, may
 be useful for special purposes, but I do not believe they are relevant in the
 present context.
 What is Hick conceiving when he 'conceives' the divine non-existence?

 Is it 'the existence of bare nothing'? I take this to be a series of words with
 no clear, consistent, specifiable meaning. Is it the existence of a godless
 world? And what would constitute this godlessness? A great amount of
 evil? How much, beyond what the actual world holds? A world without the
 sort of heavenly destiny that his faith posits for us human beings? In that
 case he is defining God to agree with his form of religion as to how rational
 animals ought to be treated in the cosmos. Can we be sure that our Christian
 ancestors were in a position to decide what kind of world God ought to
 create, or would have to create in order to exist himself? For that is what
 is here at stake, if the non-existence of deity is to be given a meaning in
 the manner indicated.
 How in general do we conceive non-existence? Rational animal species

 other than the human do not exist on this planet, and almost certainly not
 on the moon, nor probably on Mars. We do not know this by observing that,
 instead of rational non-human animals on earth, the moon, or Mars, there is
 nothing; rather, we observe that every place suitable to contain such animals
 is otherwise occupied, or that every place is unsuitable to contain them,
 because, e.g., of extreme temperatures, moisture conditions, etc. What place
 suitable for deity is otherwise occupied, or what place is not suitable for
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 deity? I insist there is a problem here that Hick has merely ignored. It is
 not incidental to my reasoning but central to it. I think Hick has entirely
 failed to show what 'God does not exist' means, assuming that 'God exists'
 has consistent meaning. He is comparing two allegedly conceivable but not
 mutually compatible 'states of affairs', but has given us no help in conceiving
 the negative alternative.

 Consider now the points made by Anselm and me that a logically con
 tingent statement must be such that, were it false, its being true would
 remain conceivable, and that this conceivability of both truth and falsity is
 intelligible only with assertions of things that are not eternal, that could
 come into or go out of existence. A still-born child that never became an
 actually thinking animal might have survived to become such an animal.
 A couple that had no child might have had one. Even the logical contingency
 (conceivable falsity) of assertions about non-eternal things is dependent,

 Anselm and I hold, against Hick, upon the non-eternality of their subjects.
 As Aristotle said long ago, eternal things are necessarily necessary and
 temporal things necessarily contingent. Hick wants necessity here to be
 merely 'ontological', that is, to mean self-sufficient, ungenerated and
 indestructible. I think Aristotle neither implied nor would have accepted
 any such view, any more than Anselm would have accepted it. Hick identifies
 God's necessity with his eternity and self-sufficiency. However, no one, not
 even God, can wait forever to see if something is always there; for then he
 would never know its eternal status. It is necessity that explains eternity, not
 vice versa. And Hick partly sees this. God will live forever because he could
 not be destroyed. And this is the logical could not! Hick says so (353), but
 adds that this logical necessity depends upon an hypothesis that there is an
 ontologically necessary being.

 The issue now grows clearer. Granted that God exists at present, there is
 no further logical contingency about his always existing. But his non
 existence, Hick tells us, still remains conceivable. Yet, how do we conceive
 this allegedly conceivable negative case?
 Unintentionally, I am sure, the critic misinterprets Anselm when he tells

 us (346) that Anselm 'states explicitly what he means by the notion of
 things which can and which cannot be conceived not to exist'. He then
 quotes Anselm: 'All those objects... can be conceived not to exist, which
 have a beginning or end or composition of parts... That being alone...
 cannot be conceived not to exist, in which any conception discovers neither
 beginning nor end nor composition of parts.. .' My objection is that this
 is not a statement of what Anselm means by 'cannot be conceived not to
 exist'. For in that case Anselm would only be saying that things without
 beginning or end, etc. are things without beginning or end, etc. By 'can
 be conceived not to exist', and its negation, Anselm surely means just that,
 not something else. But he thinks that all ordinary things belong in the first
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 class, and that they all share certain traits which explain why they can be
 conceived not to exist, just as the absence of those traits in the divine nature
 explains why God cannot be so conceived. Hick, like some other modern
 critics of Anselm, unwittingly cheats here.

 Anselm holds that some existential assertions, all ordinary ones, are
 logically contingent, that is, their denials involve no intrinsic absurdity,

 while at least one extraordinary existential assertion is not logically contingent,
 that is, its denial does involve intrinsic absurdity, either a misuse of words or a
 contradiction. Thus I cannot at all accept the gulf between talk of logical
 modality and what Anselm intended. He had the idea of logical necessity,
 though not the distinction between those cases which involve more than the
 constants of formal logic as now recognized, and those which involve
 meanings additional to purely logical ones. Either way the necessity in
 question turns entirely on the meanings of the terms employed and fits
 Hick's own explication of logical necessity.

 The following is one of many ways to put the ontological argument in
 ordinary language.

 The meanings (or lack of meanings) of the terms used in making an
 existential statement may be such that the statement is rightly viewed in
 one of the following ways:

 (i) It could conceivably be true and it could conceivably be false. Example:
 'There are only sixty Whooping Cranes left in the world.'

 (2) It could not conceivably be true and it could not conceivably be false
 since it lacks definite sense. Examples: 'There are bla blas. ' 'This to is for.'

 (3) It could not conceivably be true and it could and must be false. Ex
 ample: 'This table is, in exactly the same respect, both round and square.'

 (4) It could not conceivably be false, and it could and must be true.
 Example: 'Something exists or occurs.'

 In the order given, the above types of statements are: Contingent, Non
 sensical, Impossible, Necessary. These characterizations are logical.

 The statement, God exists, or Something is divine, has been classified by
 various people, now in one, now in another, of the above four ways. All
 have found partisans. Positivists opt for (2) or (3); they are, as Charlesworth
 has it, 'a priori atheists' (3) [or a priori non-theists (2)], settling the thieistic
 issue on non-empirical, purely conceptual grounds. Empirical theists and
 empirical atheists (I call both monolithic empiricists) deny, while a priori
 theists or Anselmians assert, that (i) is inconsistent with any suitable defini
 tion of divinity. It is so because a statement can be contingent only if the
 thing the statement is about could conceivably be or have been otherwise
 than it is, and this is intelligible only if the thing is a product of becoming,
 or an assemblage of parts, or capable of being surpassed (by another), or
 otherwise not as God is defined to be.

 It is analytic that a thing to whose existence there is a conceivable alter
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 native is either something producible (at least indirectly) by causes capable
 themselves of not existing or of not acting as they acted or would act in
 producing the thing, or else is something that could exist without cause of its
 existing and could fail to exist without cause of its non-existing. Since God is
 conceived as eternal and without cause of his existence, only the uncaused
 case is relevant. Such a causelessyet contingent existence is without connection
 with our ordinary ways of understanding contingency. I do not believe that
 any extraordinary way has been or is likely to be arrived at.
 We do not seek causal explanations of non-contingent truths, as in mathe

 matics, but we do seek them for contingent truths. The empiricists tell us
 in effect to forget all this when considering God. They accuse Anselm of
 violating rules; but they violate the elementary rule that logically contingent
 matters are intelligible in genetic and causal terms, or not at all.

 But though in my judgement Anselm has shown the inapplicability of (I)
 to theism he has assumed rather than shown the inapplicability of (2) and

 (3). Insofar he has not established (4). Nor can it be established without
 introducing additional considerations. In his 'Reply' he appeals to his
 critic's faith as implying the non-absurdity of the idea of God. But this is
 stepping outside the argument itself. He also tries to show how the idea of
 God arises in a natural manner from certain indispensable categories. But
 what this means is that his goal of a single theistic argument that would
 make others unnecessary is unattainable. A whole system of basic ideas is
 required to meet all objections to his single argument.

 In spite of his failure to reach the divine existence in a single mental
 step, so to speak, Anselm has, I still firmly believe, accomplished something
 of great importance. Suppose the right classification of theism is in terms of

 (2) or (3), no matter which: either way, the issue is non-empirical. For if an
 assertion is contradictory or nonsensical, empirical evidence for or against
 it is beside the point.
 As Leibniz with his marvellous clarity saw long ago, a mere definition

 cannot establish existence, not, however, because there is no logical con
 nection of 'idea' with reality, but only because it is possible for sensible
 sounding phrases to lack definite and consistent meaning, so that the
 assumed 'idea' is only a set of words. I find this more illuminating than all
 Kant's lengthy verbiage on the proof. Some definitions, like 'greatest
 possible number', fail to express a coherent thought. Thus the conviction
 of so many that existence cannot be derived from a mere definition is fully
 justified, but not for the usual reasons. Thought does have a necessary
 connection with reality, for even contingent ideas make sense only because
 there is a creative process able to produce or not produce various things.

 What lacks necessary connection with reality is only words and sentences.
 If they fail to capture a thought, they will certainly not capture a true
 thought.
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 There is another justification for the negative reaction to the argument.
 As Findlay with a stroke of genius has it, from abstract notions or definitions
 to concrete existence there can be no necessary inference. Traditional theists
 were unaware of this possible objection, nor did Kant clearly make it. Only
 a non-classical type of theism can meet it, by distinguishing between God's
 bare existence, something extremely abstract, and his full concrete actuality.
 I have written much about this. Concrete actuality, including God's, can
 be known only empirically. But for a nature, in this case divineness, to exist
 is for it to be somehow actualized. The concreteness is in the how. The
 proof establishes only the somehow.
 What could make it conceivable yet also contingent for God to exist

 eternally? It could not be a cause or creative power able to produce God,
 also able to produce something else instead; it must be merely the (assumed)
 lack of absurdity or contradiction in the thought of God. But what is this
 thought about, when taken as contingent? I see nothing for the negative
 case but a vacuum so empty as to be incapable of providing any meaning
 at all.

 The chief Kantian objection to Anselm, that existence is not a predicate,
 and so cannot be entailed by a predicate, was made, before Kant, quite
 clearly by Gassendi, and Descartes in his Replies gave a clear and relevant
 answer: Existence is contained in any idea or concept 'because we are
 unable to conceive anything except under the form of an existent; that is,
 possible or contingent existence is contained in the concept of a limited
 thing, but necessary and perfect existence in the concept of a supremely
 perfect thing.' Otherwise expressed, unless we know what modality of
 existence is appropriate to a concept we do not understand the concept, and
 only if the appropriate modality is logical contingency can the thing be
 conceived as non-existent; but then the existence of the thing must be
 conceived as 'limited' or conditioned and producible by causes, otherwise
 the appropriate form is either impossibility or else existence with no con
 ceivable alternative. I submit that it is Descartes and not Hick who has
 captured Anselm's meaning. The notion that ontological modalities have no
 relation to logical modalities here simply begs the question. Anselm and
 Descartes thought otherwise.

 One wearies of the endlessly reiterated 'necessity belongs to statements
 not things'. Anselm is precisely trying to prove the necessity of the statement
 'deity exists'. What the critic must say, to be relevant, is: Statements are
 necessary only given some other statements serving as hypotheses or pre
 mises; moreover, nothing in the kind of thing an allegedly necessary state
 ment is about can justify the necessity. In other words, logical necessity is
 purely formal or syntactical, not semantic. This again is a question-begging
 dogma. I refute it by 'something exists'. It is not perhaps syntactically
 necessary, but it is semantically, and hence in a broad sense logically,
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 necessary; since its denial violates the rules relating concepts to reality. If a
 concept refers neither to a producible positive entity nor to an inherent
 aspect of the ultimate productive power, then it does not refer and is void
 of coherent meaning. If its object is producible, then it may or may not
 exist. If it is the ultimate productive power, then either tlle concept mis
 conceives that power and is logically incoherent, or it correctly conceives it,
 and then certainly the object exists. For to conceive it as logically possible
 and yet not necessarily existent would imply a still more ultimate power
 able to produce it, thus a vicious regress.

 Hick ignores my theory that logical modalities, and by implication all
 concepts whatever, have essential reference to the creativity of becoming.
 In every case of becoming, I hold (with Bergson, Peirce, Popper, et al.) that
 classical determinism is in some way and degree violated, and an element of
 chance or randomness enters because becoming in principle is free creation.
 Reality is perpetually enriched by new definiteness, and the step from the
 less to the more definite cannot be by necessity. It is according to the same
 principle that the step from 'this is an animal' to 'this is a fox' is logically
 contingent. The evolutionary origin of species neatly fits this account since
 animals were there before foxes.

 The foregoing theory of contingency, without which I take no stock in
 any ontological argument, means that to exist contingently is to be, or to
 have been, contingently produced, that is created. It follows of course that
 no eternal entity can be contingent. Am I now speaking of ontological or
 logical contingency? Neither, as Hick explicates terms. His logical con
 tingency of the divine existence is, to me, a meaningless business of a way
 we can talk about nothing, while pretending to talk about something. All
 existence implies God as its creative ground, according to both Hick and
 me. Still there might be, he thinks, neither the creative ground nor its
 contingent creations. This might be is merely logical, it has no ontological
 referent. I think it is mere words. It refers to no conceivable experience,
 entity, cause, or ground other than bare nothing. Or does it refer to two
 sorts of world, a God-dependent world and a God-independent world? I
 have trouble conceiving the former, which is why my belief is a matter of
 faith, not of clearly proven knowledge, but I have worse than trouble con
 ceiving the latter, except in the form: the idea of God is a pseudo-idea,
 neither true nor false save as absurdities are false, that is, impossible. As
 Findlay beautifully put it, God must be conceived as lord of possibility as
 well as actuality. Even logical possibility is included in what God must be
 lord of. Hence either God's non-existence or his existence is inconceivable,
 'lord of possibility', and 'lord of actuality', being in the latter case alike
 absurdities.

 To be necessary ontologically is to be inherent in the creative process
 as such, apart from which, according to my metaphysics, neither 'actual'
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 nor 'possible' has a legitimate meaning. Thought about Pegasus is not about
 itself, and it is not about nothing, but about a kind of world in which horses
 and horse-like creatures are or may be produced. But thought about non
 existent deity cannot be explicated in this way. In what way then? I think
 only by rejecting the alleged idea of deity as no genuine idea. If only I were
 certain it was genuine I would claim to know for certain that deity is existent.

 If contingency is always the step from the less to the more definite, the
 unconditionally necessary must be minimal in definiteness. And I hold that
 the mere existence of deity has the required indefiniteness. From 'something
 exists' to 'God exists' involves an increase in definiteness only in the not
 here relevant sense that the atheist must be taken by the theist to lack full
 understanding of what 'something exists' implies. And I try to show that
 this is less paradoxical than it seems because the attributes by which God
 is defined are extremely non-committal as to specific and particular sorts of
 things, not only in the world, but in God's knowledge of the world. God
 knows that elephants and people exist, but he has this knowledge not merely
 by virtue of existing as all-knowing but also by virtue of the contingent fact
 that elephants and people exist. Once they did not exist, and then he did
 not know their existence, since there was no such thing to know. Thus God's
 existence with his defining attributes is as lacking in arbitrary specificity as
 'something'. It is the divine 'actuality' that is specific, and hence contingent.
 Consider: something that exists is either something divine or something

 not divine. In the latter case, the cosmological argument can be used against
 the non-theistic view, and it can be used without specifying any empirical
 fact. For, granted that there is an idea of deity, and that there could not
 be nothing, the disjunction, something divine or something not divine,
 follows logically. A proper cosmological argument does not depend on
 empirical specificities of the world. Nor does the design argument as I
 formulate it.

 One of my differences from Anselm is that he thought God was free to
 have no world at all. I reject this to me meaningless freedom not to create.

 What must exist is God having some world or other, not just God alone.
 Perhaps what it comes to is that Hick is commenting on an integral part

 of a metaphysical system as though most of the principles of the system were
 irrelevant. The ontological argument is not a convincing proof, all by
 itself, of the divine existence. Rather there are a number of theistic arguments,
 none of which, well formulated, is a mere sophistry, nor do they form a
 mere chain as weak as the weakest link, as Kant seemed to think. Rather,
 they reinforce one another, since one may be weak just where another is
 strong. For instance, the ontological argument has to assume the con
 ceivability of divinity, whereas the other arguments try to show that the
 inconceivability of divinity implies the inconceivability of other ideas so
 fundamental and useful that one must at least hope that deity is not
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 inconceivable, not implicitly contradictory or hopelessly vague in mean
 ing.

 In the foregoing I am leaving open how divinity is to be defined. At
 that point I have serious disagreement with Anselm and his entire tradition.
 But I refrain from discussing this further here, except to say that, as Anselm
 construes his formula, 'than which none greater can be conceived', I take
 Findlay's 'disproof' to be valid. No such deity, immutable as well as eternal,
 necessary not only in existence and essential attributes but also in all real
 qualities, could exist, and the could not is logical in the broad sense that
 includes informal as well as pure formal logic.
 Anselm began something he was radically incapable of finishing. But he

 did begin it, even though before him Aristotle and Philo gave broad hints
 pointing in the Anselmian direction, Aristotle by putting together necessity
 and eternity, contingency and temporality, Philo by his formula that with
 God existence and essence are inseparable. None of these people, I venture
 to think, would have been happy with Hick's neat separation of ontological
 and logical necessity. Thought always implies existence even though in some
 cases uninstantiated predicates are a part (never all) of what is thought
 about. An empiricism as monolithic as Hick's (or Hume's) is in profound
 contrast to the main metaphysical tradition, in spite of the apparent
 empiricism of Aristotle and Aquinas, or the phenomenalism of Kant.
 Extremes are usually mistaken, and this rule is as reasonably applied to
 Spinoza's view that all existence is without truly conceivable alternative as
 to Hick's view that all existence is with conceivable alternative.
 My critic and I both hold that the divine existence is exceptional, I in

 that it is non-empirical, hence either logically necessary or logically impos
 sible, Hick in that it is ungenerated, hence incapable of empirical, i.e.,
 genetic explanation, yet also logically contingent, hence also incapable of
 a priori explanation. As he puts it, God's existence is 'sheer fact', meaning
 wholly inexplicable fact. Hick will not allow us to say that God only 'happens'
 to exist, for that suggests temporality. But he thus deprives us of the only
 straightforward account of what one is thinking of when one speaks of
 realities whose unreality is genuinely conceivable, namely the creative
 process that, instead of producing the thing in question, might produce or
 have produced something else instead. Thus it seems that, for once, two
 philosophers at least come close to knowing wherein they differ.
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